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In this editions instalment of Keith Bell’s 
article he describes the challenges to the 
surveying profession and to be a surveyor. 
I think surveyors through the nature of their 
work and the impact of an ever changing 
technology over the past 30 years, are 
fully aware that if you expect to continue 
to do what you have always done, either 
as a surveyor or in business you will be 
left behind.

From my perspective Keith’s article is a cautionary tale of looking at 

- now 
- the past and 
- other jurisdictions 

to protect the profession from any new challenges which may arise. 
The profession also needs to have a vision and an action plan to be 
able to respond, survive and prosper. 

As any of you who are licensed surveyors are aware the SRBV are 
seeking your consent to release your information for the purpose 
of understanding the demographic of surveyors and its impact into 
the future. I support this action, but equally we should be aware the 
licensed surveyors must have an opinion and be able to articulate it 
as a profession and put plans into actions. It is ISV’s intentions to ask 
your opinion and develop strategies to support the profession into 
the future, not just retain the status quo, but to create a dynamic and 
sustainable profession.

As a way of ticking off some challenges the ISV Board has in recent 
months been:- 

- Developing and refining the strategic plan for the coming years; 
and

- Instrumental in retaining the University of Melbourne cadastral 
course as an accredited qualification for entering into a training 
agreement to become a licensed surveyor. So successful has the 
course entry numbers been, we have collaborated with Melbourne 
University to find a suitable tutor to assist in delivering the course 
material. 

- Working with Frank Culliver, Fellow of ISV in developing a series of 
workshops, to deliver insights either technical or on the business 
of surveying from leading industry experts. These workshops will 

be run out of business hours and less formal than our traditional 
seminars to enable those who can’t find time in a busy schedule 
to put some time to professional learning.

- Developing a Young Surveyors Group for mutual support for 
members through those years from student, gaining employment, 
training agreements and licensing.

- Planning new ways to engage with you through the web, with a key 
element to be able to create 2 way communications and seek your 
comments to develop our position on issues. 

- Continuing to seek new office accommodation to deliver our 
services in a professional way 

- Developing responses to a number of government issues including 
- Bayside accretion 
- Changes to the building method of measurement
- Changes to the Melbourne Planning Scheme open space 

requirements 

It is important that the conclusions we draw are not be just those on 
the Board and sub-committees but the wider professions view. It is 
our intention to seek interested members to have input and support 
these initiatives. If you are asked to participate, please step up to the 
plate and share your insights.

I look forward to your input. 

Also at our last meeting Glenn Collin’s took over as Treasurer from 
Tim Dole who has been in the role for the past four years. Tim is now 
concentrating on obtaining his licence. 

Please thank Tim and assist Glenn where possible.

Doug Gow LS MISVic
ISV President

Editor’s Note in relation to the SRBV seeking consent to release of 
contact information:

The Surveying Task Force wishes to carry out a survey by directly 
obtaining the career/retirement intentions of licensed surveyors in 
the 55+ age group, and has asked the SRBV to ask such surveyors 
if they are willing to provide contact details so they may participate. 
This is voluntary and individual consent is required before any contact 
details are provided by the SRBV. The Surveying Task Force anticipates 
it will be better placed to develop strategies to ensure the future 
sustainability of the profession as a result. Those contacted are asked 
to confirm consent to the release of their contact information by the 
SRBV to the chair of the Surveying Task Force.

From the President

Feigl & Newell
Professional Searchers

We’ve been searching for someone like you!

Professional Searchers of: Survey Information, Titles, 
General Law, Crown Land Status, Historical (Environmental) Searches, 

Covenant Beneficiaries

Suite 812, Level 8, 
530 Little Collins Street, Melbourne 3000
Box 2343, GPO Melbourne 3001
DX301 Melbourne

Tel: 9629 3011, 9620 7022
Fax: 9649 7833
Email: info@feigl-newell.com.au
www.feigl-newell.com.au
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The second instalment of a three-part paper, The Cadastral 
Surveying Profession: Considerations for Sustainability and 
Growth – a Trilogy, by Keith Clifford Bell, LS, FISV.

Academic Programs are not supporting the Market 
Need for Cadastral Surveying.

For the main part, Australian universities have set a comparatively 
low bar for surveying degree requirements through the Australian 
Tertiary Admissions Rank (ATAR). But this has really been driven 
by the level of interest in surveying as a career. The universities 
themselves never wanted to lower the ATAR for entry to their 
respective surveying courses. Universities themselves really want 
ATARS to be as high as possible as this is seen as signalling to Vice 
Chancellors (VC) as to how “good” a program is. In reality, a high 
ATAR is simply evidence of high demand, which is also well received 
by VCs and faculty deans. Furthermore, universities are allocated 
certain numbers of Commonwealth supported places for each 
degree program and the places have to be filled each year or else 
they are lost. This has also adversely impacted surveying enrolments 
over the past decades.20

Australia has lost some three university programs for surveying over 
the past twenty-five years (or so) including University of Canberra, 
the Queensland University of Technology and the University 
of Queensland. On the other hand the University of Southern 
Queensland (USQ) is one university that has come on board. 

Emeritus Professor John Trinder, Immediate Past President of 
SSSI, wrote most recently in the international geospatial magazine 
Coordinates:21

“The 1960s to early 1970s were boom times for enrolments 
in surveying and geomatics programs in the state of NSW in 
Australia and I suspect other states as well. At the University of 
NSW (UNSW) at that time there were up to 100 students per 
year entering the program. The large enrolments unfortunately 
led to some graduates in the 1970s having problems obtaining 
a permanent job and some graduates never entered the 
profession, but obtained jobs in other areas. The official 
statements about job opportunities for surveying graduates for 
the next 15 years or so were that there was an over-supply of 
graduates, thus turning prospective students away from studying 
surveying at tertiary institutions. This image of over-supply took 
some time to overcome, but by the late 1980s, enrolments had 
recovered to a reasonable level. However from then on, there 
has been a reduction in enrolments that has been difficult to 
overcome, leading to a shortage of graduates in a number of 
states in Australia. Indeed, a 2013 study by consulting company 
BIS Shrapnel entitled ‘Determining the Future Demand, Supply 
and Skills Gap for Surveying and Geospatial Professionals’ 
commissioned by Consulting Surveyors National painted a bleak 
future for the supply of surveying and geospatial professionals 
with the impact that $30.4 billion in construction work and 
14,570 private house commencements will be put at risk from 
surveyor skills shortages. This shortage has not been reduced 
and the prospects are for a continued shortage of graduates 
for the next decade. This has led to surveying companies 
recruiting professionals from New Zealand and other countries 

under special visa arrangements introduced by the Australian 
government to allow skilled migrants to enter Australia.”

Can Victoria, and indeed Australia learn from our Trans-Tasman 
neighbour New Zealand? Emeritus Professor John Hannah’s 
commentary in a 2012 issue of Coordinates provides considerable 
food for thought. He emphasizes the successes of New Zealand’s 
growing of the profession through maintaining a strong financial 
foundation, raising the academic entry levels, building research 
capability and maintaining an appropriate curriculum. He reports on 
the key changes to the profession over the past two decades:22

“During these same years, the surveying profession in New 
Zealand has also undergone substantial change. In 2001, the 
New Zealand Institute of Surveyors (NZIS) lost its statutory 
protection and became a voluntary organization able to make 
and police its own rules. New criteria for professional entry 
into the NZIS were developed, a new Cadastral Surveyors 
Licensing Board (with new professional examination criteria) 
replaced the old Survey Board of New Zealand, and a system 
introduced whereby members of the NZIS are required to 
demonstrate ongoing professional competency. Through all of 
these changes, there have been some fundamental challenges 
that seem to me to be an ongoing part of academic life in any 
professional school.”

The under-delivery of skilled surveying graduates has placed a much 
greater burden on boards, the profession and industry to establish 
competent licensed surveyors. The Queensland experiment at QUT 
of a very industry-focused Graduate Diploma in Surveying Practice 
to obtain registration actually worked and was a replacement of the 
earlier sandwich degree course. Alas, QUT surveying was closed 
down due to falling enrolments. Subsequently, Queensland’s 
USQ has offered innovative approaches to attract survey degree 
candidates including online study and also reaching out to give 
advanced standing to survey technicians. This is also seen in some 
states of the US.

The Brand

Surveying is an old brand, but its public image is not especially 
strong and often misunderstood. Having said that, does one change 
the brand name, or does it stick with then old name and adopt 
new approaches to strengthen the existing name. Changing brand 
name can work, but it can also fail. Lest we forget that even Kraft’s 
attempts to change “Vegemite” were dismal, being poorly received 
by the Australian marketplace, so Kraft reverted to the original name 
and formula. 

Changing the surveying brand in Australia to geomatics, geomatics 
engineering, or geospatial/sciences, seems to have failed the 
cadastral surveying profession. Who would even know what a 
geomancer is and to why it has been inappropriately applied to either 
the surveying profession or geospatial sciences?23 Further, it may also 
have been less than successful with the various geospatial sciences 
as the community at large has little idea of these new “professions”. 
University enrolments have not evidenced strong demand, which is 
probably why ATAR are comparatively lower for both surveying and 
geospatial sciences degree programs. 

The Cadastral Surveying Profession: 
Considerations for Sustainability and Growth – a Trilogy.
Keith Clifford Bell, LS, FISV

PART 2

…continues on next page
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All too often there are attempts to label surveying as spatial science 
– but is it? Spatial technologies and tools are also used in other 
professions, and to far greater extents, especially civil engineering. 
It is rare to see a civil engineer claiming to be a spatial scientist, 
and that includes me. The plungers and pliers (tools) approach to 
marketing of a profession or trade doesn’t work– plumbers don’t 
promote themselves through plungers and electricians don’t 
promote themselves through pliers. I am sure doctors would not 
market themselves through stethoscopes, sphygmomanometers 
and thermometers; nor dentists through mirrors, probes, drills and 
retractors. Further to the tools-based “mind-set”, Muiris de Buitléir, 
Former President of the Irish Institution of Surveyors, has advised:

 “In part the profession has deskilled, with new press-button 
technologies allowing untrained, non-surveyors to carry out 
the mechanics of the surveying process, sometimes with poor 
outcomes, because of lack of understanding of the theoretical 
science that lies behind what the machines do and what 
their limitations are. On the other hand, there is perhaps an 
increasing understanding that a surveyor’s worth lies not in 
operating technology, i.e. acting as a technician, but in the 
depth of judgement, experience and professional skills which 
he can bring to the task.”24

The current Chair of FIG Young Surveyors Group, in my view is just 
too optimistic when she advises:

“Seriously could somebody ask for a more exciting profession? 
There are Young Surveyors climbing the highest mountains, 
diving into the deep sea, flying up into space, establishing their 
own company, scanning unknown caves and all that is a part 
of our profession – surveying. …

We are growing up in the era of digital developments which lead 
to changes in the methods of data acquisition and processing. 
The growing use of UAVs, affordable and manageable use 
of laser scanning, the improvements and global all time 
availability of GNSS, satellite and aerial imagery for spatial units 
identification and the increasing accuracy in a second step, 
data collection gets faster, cheaper and more easy applicable. 
Important developments such as crowdsourced data and its use 
in platforms as e.g. GoogleMaps, OpenStreetMap, MissingMaps 
as well as 3D representations in maps and cadastre are key 
in being addressed by us. Being open minded, revolutionary, 
innovative and strong believers in do-acracy is one way to 
describe the surveyor of tomorrow. As restless wanderers we 

are keeping an eye on other domains which gives us the 
flexibility to adjust to current developments. Bitcoins/Blockchain 
is just one example where the Young Surveyors Network was 
on the forefront in linking it with land administration and there 
will be more new things coming – for sure.”

It all just seems like an upbeat, update of hackneyed old thoughts 
of exotic work environments; push button tools to collect data and 
software for display – but nothing about professional judgement, 
client service, responsibility or ethics. 

It is perhaps paradoxical, or at least somewhat ironic, that the least 
weight of evidence of boundaries is measurement, or in more 
contemporary parlance “spatial”. It seems to further weaken the case 
to categorize cadastral surveying as a spatial discipline, as surveyors 
do much more than just measure. Peter Dale wrote with eloquent 
foresight in Mathematics versus Monuments (1976) and it is a paper 
worthy of revisiting.25 However, this also now highlights the increasing 
weakness of university programs to equip those who chose cadastral 
surveying as their profession.

Would public acceptance of the cadastral surveying brand be higher if 
there were broader community outreach programs? The engineering 
profession has Engineers without Borders and actively supports 
RedR. Engineers Australia publishes an annual state of the nation 
infrastructure report which is well received by politicians, bureaucrats, 
and industry. Doctors have Médecins Sans Frontières (Doctors without 
Borders) Australia. Lawyers operate community legal aid centres. The 
surveying profession is small, and its community outreach tends to be 
more focussed on visiting schools to inform students and guidance 
counsellors in order to attract candidates to the profession. The 
Victorian surveying professions response to the 2009 Black Saturday 
bushfires is a good example of effective community outreach and 
could be replicated both in the state and also internationally to 
developing countries in need of technical assistance. 

Surveying Regulation

In full credit to SRBV, it continues to work closely with professional 
and industry bodies and is a co-sponsor of the STF. However, are 
things improving to ensure sustainability of the cadastral surveying 
profession? I am almost an outsider – yet when I read Board reports 
in Traverse and also its Annual Reports, I am not so sure that 
disciplinary action against surveyors – naming and shaming – are real 
achievements. Do the outcomes of this strategy warrant the focus it 
seems to get? Secondly the compliance focus on FPET raises concern. 

ISV Regional 
Conference
9-11 September 2016

Horsham

All roads 
lead to 

Horsham
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Even myself as a former Surveyor-General was audited – and I don’t 
even work in Victoria. I am quite sure the system would NOT break 
down if I failed to comply with FPET. Perhaps the posting of my scalp 
in the Annual Report would appeal or at least amuse some. 

People do actually scan such reports and through the interconnectivity 
and outreach of the internet, social media and so forth, to air one’s 
dirty linen in public, only serves to portray the profession in a negative 
light to the community at large. I have tested this in the last two 
years with my son’s cohort finishing high school and I have tested  
it on colleagues outside of Australia who are not surveyors. It turns 
off people.

It may be time for Victoria to follow the examples of New Zealand, 
Queensland and South Australia to hand over professional regulation 
to the profession itself and leave government to set standards. Of 
course this now presents a problem as to which is the professional 
body: (a) ISV with around 400 surveyors; or (b) SSSI-Victoria with 
around 200 members? Surely the profession can run the board at a 
much lower cost than government whilst better interacting with the 
market place? Don’t say it can’t be done as we have at successful 
models of co-regulation close by. Alternative models include self-
regulation and de-regulation.

“If it ain’t broke don’t fix it”. Without wishing to put my own views  
on this, it would be appropriate for SRBV to undertake some 

independent 360 feedback using a sufficient broadly based 
stakeholder sample size to determine how well it is fulfilling its 
mandate and also as to whether it should stay or be replaced. 
Furthermore, an efficiency and effectiveness review of the operational 
elements that fall out of the Surveying Act would seems timely given 
its recent 10th year anniversary.

Endnotes
20 Comments from Gary Hunter, December 2015.
21 Trinder, J., 2015, comments, Surveying as a profession: Is the shine waning?, 

Coordinates, Sep 2015. 
http://mycoordinates.org/surveying-as-a-profession-is-the-shine-waning/

22 Hannah, J. 2012, Educating surveyors: Some of the challenges, Coordinates, 
Oct 2012. 
http://mycoordinates.org/educating-surveyors-some-of-the-challenges/

23 Geomancy is a method of divination that interprets markings on the ground 
or the patterns formed by tossed handfuls of soil, rocks, or sand. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geomancy

 It is often augmented with astrological interpretations. A geomancer is said 
to practice a form of magic known as geomancy. Whilst cadastral surveyors 
do interpret marks on the ground as a part of establishing evidence, it is 
hardly something that could be equated to an act of divination.

24 ibid, de Buitléir, M., 2015, comments, Surveying as a profession: Is the shine 
waning?, Coordinates, Sep 2015.

 25 Dale, P.F., 1976., Mathematics Versus Monuments, The Canadian Surveyor”, 
Vol. 30, No. 3, Sep 1976.

Harnessing the power 
of digital marketing
Many surveying companies have an internet presence, but many do 
not. For every sophisticated and interactive website out there, another 
is simple and informative. Are you potentially missing out on an 
opportunity for company promotion and to entice new business due 
to a disconnect between the buying public and your web offering? 
Digital technology is changing rapidly. The way in which we interact 
with our partners, friends and work colleagues through digital channels 
is changing rapidly. In days gone by, many businesses would have 
had a lot of face-to-face interaction with their clients, where managers 
arranged site visits to discuss the scope of works, shake hands and 
exchanging pleasantries to reaffirm business relationships. 

Fax machines revolutionised the delivery of mail in the 1980’s, 
significantly cutting down the time snail mail took. The introduction 
of the world wide web in 1997 saw email begin to become a 
communication method. Fast forward to the late 2000’s, faxes were 
becoming a thing of the past, lying dusty in an office corner, replaced 
by rapid and frequent email communication. However, we were 
still printing all documents, for clients and ourselves, just in case we 
needed a copy. Trust of digital and cloud-based technology was still 
not mainstream. Today, in my experience, we do not even send any 
deliverables to the client in paper and have not done so for years. All 
documents are sent as PDFs in an email, and communication internally 
and externally is frequently done by only email or text messages.

The ability to access files and documents stored via the ‘cloud’ allows 
flexibility to employees and employers to work from all manner of 
locations, and move away from the restrictions of having to work 
from the office. Of course, the downfall of these advances in digital 
technology is that it can be hard to switch off at the end of the day, 
and too easy to continue working from home when you long should 
have clocked off for the day. 

The evolution of companies who specialise solely in digital marketing 
signifies another change in business practices and processes. Could 

I and should I delegate some of this digital marketing to my young 
and eager millennial staff? While one could describe me as “old 
school”, although not yet a “dinosaur”, but I concede that the younger 
surveyors are better served to create an online digital space, where 
we will get noticed. With the fast paced lives we all lead today, how 
do you get someone’s attention amongst all the other noise?

If you are unsure about the relevance of digital marketing via social 
media, websites and other online advertisements, the following 
points are of note:

- 57% of all purchases are decided by people before they pick up 
the phone to call you for a quote. Increasingly, clients may not even 
call you but quickly send you an email from their smartphone, or 
use a website query page, for a quote and to ask you questions. 
People are just too busy to chit-chat. They’ve already googled 
surveyors in their local area, read feedback on forums and home 
improvement pages, and looked for independent testimonials.

- Currently 50% of the worlds working population is under 30 years 
of age.

- In 2025, 75% of the workforce will be from the ‘millennial’ 
generation. Concurrently, this workforce will be those with greatest 
income to be investing in the services of the surveying industry – 
so where will they look first to source a surveying provider?

I acknowledge that I too need to take the above figures 
and suggestions on board in the way I operate within a 
surveying business, before I “miss the digital boat”.

Matthew Heemskerk 
Licensed Surveyor, MISVic, ISV Vice-President
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Monthly Newsleer 
Issue No. 19: March 2016 

John E. Tulloch LS 
Chair 

Surveyors Registraon Board of Victoria 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Board convened on Monday, 15 
February 2016  for Meeng #122. 

 
 

Aendees: 
Mr John E. Tulloch LS (Chair) 

Mr David Boyle  LS  
Ms Rachael Musgrave-Evans LS 

Mr Peter Sullivan LS 
Mr Mark Robins QC 

Dr Mohsen Kalantari 
Dr Linda Turner 

Ms Penelope Forrest 
 

Ms Anita Davids 
(Execuve Officer) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Board Membership 

Membership of the Board is provided for by secon 47 of the Surveying Act 2004. The 
Minister appoints all eight members to the Board.   

Of the eight appointments to the Board, one must be the Surveyor-General who is the 
Chair of the Board and one must be a licensed surveyor registered under secon 6 of 
the Surveying Act 2004 who is employed under Part 3 of the Public Administraon Act 
2004 in the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP).  The re-
maining appointees are selected from the surveying profession, academia, the legal 
sector, the community and the property industry.  Members are appointed for a term of 
three years and are eligible for reappointment. 

The Board currently reports to the Hon Richard Wynne MP, Minister for Planning, 
through DELWP.  The term of the current Board expires on 31 October 2016 and the 
process to appoint a new Board will commence soon.   

The appointment process must be undertaken in accordance with the State Govern-
ment’s appointment guidelines published on www.dpc.vic.gov.au > Governance > Ap-
pointment and Remuneraon Guidelines. 

Professional Pracce Examinaons will be held in the week commencing Monday, 4 
April 2016.  Candidates who are eligible to be examined in Professional Pracce have 
been invited to submit an applicaon for examinaon.  

The Professional Pracce Examinaon is based on the responsibilies and obligaons 
of a surveyor in respect of professional pracce, legislaon and the community.  The 
examinaon is in the form of a face-to-face interview with a panel of Board members.  
Candidates are required to demonstrate a high awareness of the privileges, responsi-
bilies and obligaons which registraon under the Surveying Act 2004 provides and 
imposes.  Candidates should also be aware that their knowledge may be tested by ap-
propriate hypothecal scenarios that a licensed surveyor would be expected to man-
age.  Quesons may also be based on candidates’ PTA projects. 

Should the Board, as a result of the interview, consider that a candidate does not have 
the appropriate level of experience and/or professional atude to sasfy the criteria 
to be awarded registraon as a licensed surveyor in Victoria, the Board will ask the 
candidate to undertake further training.  This training may be directed at a specific set 
of skills or competencies and a specific me-frame may be set for the candidate to 
gain addional experience prior to being re-examined in Professional Pracce. 

Professional Pracce Examinaons 
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Training Opportunies for PTA Candidates 

Land Registraon Services Familiarisaon Program 

The Board, in conjuncon with Land Registraon Services, recently coordinated a 
training course for candidates in Professional Training Agreements (PTAs).  The 
course is held over four days only once a year (usually in March) and is limited to 
approximately 15 aendees.  Aendance is free.  The course includes a tour of Land 
Victoria and presentaons by staff of Land Registraon Services and the Office of 
Surveyor-General Victoria on topics such as general examinaon procedures, NICO 
subdivisions, owners corporaons, acquisions, creaon/surrender of easements, 
road closures, Office of Surveyor-General Victoria overview (Survey Audit Program, 
Crown Survey Approval, Geodec Survey, SMES), and the roles and responsibilies 
of licensed surveyors. 

Aendance at this course is not compulsory, but strongly recommended for candi-
dates who are approaching the end of their PTA.  Feedback from candidates who 
have previously aended the course is that they found it to be most beneficial and 
that it greatly assisted them in undertaking their Cadastral Law Project and in their 
preparaon for their Professional Pracce Examinaon. 

 

SRBV PTA Workshop 

The Board will hold its next PTA Workshop in Melbourne in early May 2016 where 
candidates will be given an opportunity to discuss their Rural and Urban Cadastral 
Projects with Board moderators and examiners.  The workshop will also include 
presentaons on the Cadastral Law Project and the Professional Assessment Project 
(PAP).  Note that aendance at a PAP workshop session is a mandatory PTA require-
ment. 

All PTA candidates and their supervising surveyors will soon be nofied via email of 
the arrangements for the workshop.   As places are limited, candidates are encour-
aged to register an expression of interest to aend the workshop as early as possi-
ble. 

www.surveyorsboard.vic.gov.au 

SRBV Secretariat  

Anita Davids (Execuve Officer) 

Anita Rudelj (Administraon Officer 

Candice Shao (Finance Officer) 
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Professional Training Agreements 

Projects, Examinaons and Assessments 

Rural Cadastral Project 

Candidate Supervising Surveyor (Employer) 

Lachlan McCleary Bruce Tallon LS (Hellier McFarland) 

Luke van Kruijsbergen Paul Treloar LS (St Quenn Consulng) 

The Board congratulates the following candidates on passing their projects 
and thanks their respecve supervising surveyors for their support and 
encouragement. 

www.surveyorsboard.vic.gov.au 

The Board approved the following Professional Training Agreements (PTAs): 

Candidate Supervising Surveyor (Employer) 

Timothy Dawson Adrian Thomas LS (Bosco Jonson) 

Saxil Tuxen Peter Morrison LS (Land Management Surveys) 

Angus McKenzie Luke Mackie LS (Mackie Surveying) 

Edward Dinning Neil Webster LS (Webster Survey Group) 

Paul Bracher Michael Hipfel LS (JCA Land Consultants) 

Urban Cadastral Project 

Candidate Supervising Surveyor (Employer) 

James McLellan Russell Douthat LS (EDM Group) 

Gareth Barnes Rob Signorini LS (Farren Grouop) 

Arthur Xanthis Phil Dingeldei LS (KLM Spaal) 

Cameron Holley Ian Barker LS (Peter Richards Surveying) 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Us 

Level 17, 570 Bourke Street 
Melbourne 

 
T (03) 8636-2555 
F (03) 8636-2589 

 
E info@surveyorsboard.vic.gov.au 
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Lt. Col. James G Gillespie, MBE, LS, Hon.FIS Aust., FRICS established 
the Prize in 1983 to encourage aspiring, young professionals to 
cultivate their careers. Each year the award recognises a member of 
the profession who shows a combination of academic merit, technical 
ability, professional achievement, leadership and community spirit.

Eligibility

The award is open to graduates in the Science of Surveying at RMIT 
University. 

To be eligible, candidates must have:

1. between 2 and 10 years (approx.) professional experience  
since graduation;

 and

2. completed further education or training 
(ie. awarded a post-graduate degree or obtained Registration as 
a Licensed Surveyor or similar); and

3. displayed qualities that reflect credit on the broader surveying 
profession and on themselves.

The intention of the Prize is to recognise outstanding achievements 
of RMIT graduates in the broader discipline of surveying, and to 
honour qualities that reflect credit on the profession. All candidates, 
irrespective of professional memberships, must show how they 
satisfy this Prize criterion. Nominations from non-ISV members 
should include details of other professional memberships and how 
their actions generally align with the objects and principle aims 
of the ISV. The Judging Panel will assess the level and calibre of 
achievements when determining parity.

Any RMIT surveying graduate who draws on expertise inherent in 
the discipline in their work and who demonstrates service to the 
community and exceptional professional achievement may be a 
contender for the Gillespie Prize.

Selection criteria

The Prize commemorates Lt Col Gillespie’s service to the profession 
and the community. Contenders for the Prize will demonstrate the 
attributes that Lt Col Gillespie himself considered important to the life 
and education of a surveyor, including continuing higher education 
and contributions to the community.

In accordance with Lt Col Gillespie’s Will, the Prize is awarded on the 
basis of a combination of any or all of the following:

(a) paper/s submitted for publication in a reputable journal

(b) achievement in post-graduate study in the broader discipline 
of surveying science (eg. Masters Degree), including projects 
submitted and examinations completed by the candidate in 
conjunction with obtaining Registration as a Licensed Surveyor 
under the Surveying Act 2004.

(c) any other outstanding academic ability or achievement 
displayed (eg. MBA)

(d) notable professional achievement, including demonstrated 
leadership qualities

(e) professional reputation

(f) any development of improved methods or working systems 
initiated by the candidate

Nomination

It is the duty of all members of the profession to submit nominations 
for worthy candidates. In particular, employers and colleagues of RMIT 
surveying graduates are in the best position to nominate a suitable 
candidate. Your nomination alone will be a tangible recognition 
of their work and value. Nominating an employee for one of the 
profession’s most elite prizes also reflects prestige on the company 
they work in and their colleagues.

To encourage a broad range of candidates, members should look 
beyond the traditional fields and roles for surveying graduates. 
Today surveying graduates are involved in diverse applications of the 
discipline across expanding market sectors.

The Judging Panel will also accept nominations directly from 
candidates. A minimum of three referee statements must be attached 
in support of self-nominating applications.

It is a condition of the award that candidates cannot be nominated 
more than twice or win it more than once.

To make an Expression of Interest

If you know of a worthy candidate, you need only forward an 
Expression of Interest to the ISV office containing:

• Proposer’s name and preferred contact details
• Nominee’s name, degree name and year of graduation 
• Proposer’s relationship to Nominee

 and addressed to :– Gary White, Executive Officer, The Institution of 
Surveyors Victoria, Suite 207, 21 Bedford Street, 

North Melbourne Vic 3051. Email submissions encouraged to: 
gwhite@isvic.org.au  

Please do not delay in making an Expression of Interest. 

A representative of the Prize Secretariat will then contact you and 
assist in preparing a formal nomination, which will include:

• a detailed written description of the accomplishments 
of the nominee

• an explanation of why those accomplishments merit  
the Gillespie Prize

• resume 

Suitable candidates will be invited to discuss their nomination in an 
interview with the Judging Panel.

Expectations on Prize winners in upholding the Gillespie spirit will 
also be broached.

J G Gillespie Gold Medal Prize
Formal Call for Nominations
The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria (ISV) is now accepting 
nominations for the 2016 J G Gillespie Gold Medal Prize.
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Formal Nominations for the 2016 J G Gillespie Gold Medal 
Prize must be received by Friday 13 May 2016.

The determination of the Judging Panel is final. The award will be 
presented at the annual ISV Surveying Industry Awards Gala Dinner. 
Conferral of the award includes a plaque bearing a replica of the gold 
medal of the Institution that Lt Col Gillespie returned to the profession 
upon his death. Winners’ names are inscribed on the J G Gillespie 
Gold Medal Prize honour board displayed at RMIT University. 

In addition, the prize-winner will receive free membership subscription 
to ISV for one year.

Summary of objects and principle aims of the ISV

• Advance and elevate the science of surveying as 
a profession in Victoria

• cultivate friendly relations among members
• encourage the study of the discipline
• improve and elevate the general and scientific knowledge 

of the profession and improve professional performance
• develop surveying as a necessary and respected discipline 

and provide liaison with associated areas
• maintain high standards of professional ethics, promote 

greater public understanding, and demonstrate a responsible 
and dignified presence in the community

Through the Prize, the spirit of Lt. Col. Gillespie inspires us all.

Doug Gow
ISV President & Chairman of the Gillespie Prize 
Judging Panel

The Board and members of The 
Institution of Surveyors Victoria 
acknowledge and thank our 
sustaining members for 2016

GENERAL

GOLD

PLATINUM

SILVER

ISV Welcomes…
Member: Martin GIBSON
Graduate Member: Anthony QUINN 
Student Member: Bruce SHRESTHA

Wayne van den Tol 
B.App.Sc. Land Info., L.S. (VIC), Reg Surv (Cad) (QLD), MISV, MSSSI  
Executive Coordinator – Survey Services, City of Gold Coast

Career
Commenced Articles under Master Surveyor Michael Ramsdale L.S. in the private sector 
with Peyton Waite Land Surveyors and Town Planners 1994.
Commenced with Semi-Government water authority – Goulburn-Murray Rural Water 
Corporation November 1997 undertaking various roles including:
Licensed Surveyor, Project Manager, Senior Surveyor, Manager-Survey and Land 
Information Services, Supervisor – Cadastral Surveys and Project Officer-Property Services 
for delivery of NVIRP (Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Program). 

Current Board Examiner for the Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria  
Commenced with Local Government at the City of Gold Coast September 2013  
Appointed as Specialist Supervisor – Cadastral Surveying and Mapping September 2013  
Appointed as Executive Coordinator – Survey Services July 2015 

Qualifications
Registered Surveyor with cadastral endorsement 17th July 2013 Queensland 
Licensed Surveyor with cadastral endorsement 17th March 1998 Victoria 
Bachelor of Land Information Graduated 27th April 1994
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Solutions to capture and manage your world

UPG, est. 1888, fourth generation 
family business and Trimble 
authorised distribution partner 
for Eastern and Central Australia.

We’re used to playing the long game 
and we want to be there for you in the 
long run too – from finding the solution to 
the installation, support, service and repair.

www.upgsolutions.com
Brisbane • Rockhampton • Townsville • Sydney • Wollongong • Melbourne • Hobart • Adelaide • Darwin • PNG

SSSIAdvertisementJan2014.indd   1 1/9/2014   12:01:23 PM
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RMIT Associate Diploma 
of Land Surveying
– Graduating Class of 69 
Several members of the RMIT Survey graduates of 1969 
regularly get together and have met annually since the 
mid 1970’s. 

They had their 2015 re-union at Healesville joined by 
their Senior Lecturer and Mentor Peter Davies who is still 
well known to the Survey and Town Planning professions.

The class of 69 or “Sixty Niners” as they call themselves used to 
meet regularly for counter lunches at the various pubs around RMIT 
including the “Oxford” in Swanston Street which is still there. These 
blokes supported each other socially and technically through the 
Associate Diploma of Land Surveying from 1966 to 1969 forming 
enduring friendships now around 50 years old. What started as an 
end of year get together in Horsham in the mid ‘70s from Lands 
Department, State Rivers and Country Roads Board surveyor 
colleagues grew to a core of around 12 who then met regularly with 
wives and families over the next forty years. 

It has had many changes of scene each year including Halls Gap, 
Lorne, Lake Nillacootie, Nathalia, Porepunkah, Melbourne (Phantom 
of the Opera), Avenel, Beechworth, Barwon Heads, Mount Hotham, 
Phillip Island & Hahndorf in the Adelaide Hills. Some years, notably 
Halls Gap and Lorne resulted in the group being severely chastened 
by management for party noise or not welcome back. A few recidivists 
have attended nearly every year with many of their kids growing up 
with the group reunions over the years. Hangovers are still known to 
result especially by peaking too early on the Friday night?

This year’s Healesville re-union revolved around their mentor and 
senior lecturer Peter Davies. Peter with the first head of the School 
of Surveying at RMIT, Jim Love and others brought an almost military 
bearing and rigor to post war survey training aimed particularly at 
turning out able cadastral surveyors for the profession. With surveying 
now highly attached to Geomatics and Spatial Sciences, the 
graduates of 1969 went onto valuable careers in Government and 
Private Practise underpinning the value of the Surveying profession to 
this day. All became Licensed Surveyors. Most of the group are now 
retired with just a few still active in the professions. 

Brief pen portraits of the careers of these Surveyors are outlined as 
an interest to the many members of the Profession who may know 
them and young students and graduates to illustrate the variety of 
careers they pursued:

Centre: Peter Davies. After 13 years at the Land Titles Office and 
Army Reserve Captain in the Royal Australian Army Survey Corps, 
Peter joined RMIT as a lecturer. He went on to study Town Planning 
and built an illustrious career as head of Surveying at RMIT, Board 
of Works Commissioner, Local Government Mayor at Waverley and 
more. Peter had a lead role in many important State Government 
survey, planning and legal representations which still stand today. In 
his mid 80’s now, Peter still actively follows these interests.

From Left to Right around Peter Davies

Gary Waite joined Taylor’s on graduation and then met Peter 
Peyton where he worked part time until 1970 gaining his license in 
1974. He became a partner in 1980 managing the firm through until 
2008 and still keeps an interest a day a month to keep his hand in 
and looks after key clients.

Alan Grant started as a property clerk in the Department of Interior 
studying Cartography part time at RMIT. He commenced at RMIT in 
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1966 gaining his licence in 1972 and immediately went into National 
Service graduating as a Lieutenant in Survey Corps. After Nasho, 
he set up Paroissien Grant with offices in Melbourne, Ballarat and 
Albury Wodonga. He gained a Masters degree (MU) in Landscape 
Architecture 1986, then helped set up Land Management Surveys. 
In 1992/4 he was Mawson Station Leader in Antarctica and later 
Expedition Leader to Mawsons Huts in 1997/8. In 1994 he moved 
to Darwin, then Brisbane working overseas and back to Melbourne 
in 2005 where he still practices as a Project Manager in Landscape 
& Urban Design.

Ralph Meggs commenced studies at RMIT in 1967. On graduation, 
he joined Crown Lands & Survey Dept in 1970. While under articles, 
he gained experience at Hamilton, Wangaratta, Titles Office, Bendigo 
and Housing Commission. Licensed in 1973 he was posted to Ballarat 
then Wangaratta in 1981. Ralph retired from the Department in 2002 
at age 55. He worked a further 4 years with Oxley & Company while 
also working at All Saints Winery. After 12 years at the cellar door 
Ralph fully retired in 2014.

Mick Toll commenced studies at RMIT as a CRB cadet, was licensed 
in 1972 and worked throughout the State with the CRB until a transfer 
to Horsham as Divisional Surveyor. He moved to Wangaratta in 1978 
joining Brian Rebecci’s Office. He then moved to Shepparton in 1980 
joining Fisher Cleeland Turner and Dwyer before setting up his own 
practice with Rob Webb in later 1980. In the early 1990’s, he merged 
with others to form Land Management Surveys, still operating today.

Mick Ramsdale started civil engineering studies at Preston Tech 
then moved to RMIT graduating in 1970. His career commenced 
at the Lands Department gaining his licence then Taylors and Titles 
Office Melbourne in 1974 where he gained specialist cadastral 
experience until 1987. He joined Gary Waite at Peyton Waite retiring 
from full time work as director in 2015. He still keeps a part time 
interest looking after selected clients and assisting survey candidates 
in cadastral law projects.

Ian Jones joined Garlick and Stewart in 1970 where with guidance 
from Ray Steele and Ron Spencer gained his licence in 1972 
continuing to work on many notable projects including the National 
Tennis Centre. In 1987 he and two civil engineers formed Fraser Parry 
& Jones. With clients such as Mirvac, he was fortunately involved in 
a host of prestigious projects including Waverley Park, Beacon Cove 
and Docklands until total retirement in 2014.

Colin Plumb started his career in 1970 with GHD in North 
Queensland, NT, Bougainville and Malaysia before joining AGA 
Geodimeter as their licensed surveyor for product sales. In 1982, 
he established On Line Surveying Equipment still representing 
Geodimeter. In 1993 he joined forces with C.R. Kennedy, where he 
remained until his retirement in mid 2013. 

Ray Kinsey started his career with the Rural Water Commission 
during which he spent two years in Fiji working on irrigation and 
drainage projects. In the late 1980’s, he joined Land Management 
Surveys before again moving overseas to work in mapping and border 
delineation in Oman for 10 years. Ray retired from the surveying 
profession in 2002 managing a motel for three years and then as a 
volunteer in Kiribati teaching English.

Barry St Claire started at RMIT in 1967 to pick up remaining 
subjects for the indentured course. On graduation his career 
commenced with State Rivers only to be interrupted by National 
Service. On completion of Nasho, he went to Rochester, Carnegie in 
Melbourne, Kerang to work on Mallee open dry channels, Tatura as 
District Officer then Bendigo. He completed his career working with 
Andrew Lovelock and Peter Speedie in Hastings.

Missing from the regular group in this photo are Bob Andrew, Ian 
Barker, Ray Jackson and John Kemp.

Bob Andrews commenced working life in 1964 as a survey 
draftsman with the Titles Office then received a cadetship with the 
CRB to study surveying at RMIT in 1967. On graduation he remained 
with CRB for 2 years then joined with Rodney Aujard at Essendon 
until 1974 when he moved to Adelaide to take up a survey lecturer 
position at TAFE. He studied teaching and engineering until 1986 
when he started his own surveying practice. For the next 30 years, 
Bob’s company undertook many significant projects within SA. Bob is 
still practicing as a sole trader aided by Robotics and GPS.

Ian Barker worked for Victorian Railways while completing final 
year part time at RMIT gaining his license in 1977. He continued 
with Transport in many roles under numerous name changes and re-
structures completing his career as project manager until 2003 when 
he joined Peyton Waite. He re-gained his license and still enjoys part 
time work with Peter Richards Surveying. 

Ray Jackson decided to study surveying after 4 years of clerical 
work and after his first year part time was advised by Peter Davies to 
complete the course full time. He worked for Victorian Railways then 
moved to Ballarat with the local Water Authority retiring in 2003.

Alan Grant

Licensed Surveyor’s Report
Land Victoria has identified some concerns over the lack of quality 
and the inadequacy of a number of Licensed Surveyor’s Reports 
being lodged for registration. This clearly adds unnecessary time to 
the examination of the survey and detracts from the professionalism 
of the surveyor.

Whilst Licensed Surveyors have the relevant knowledge and capability 
to perform a cadastral survey; it is also fundamental that they possess 
the skills to adequately document that survey.  

Surveyors need to recognise that the Surveyor’s Report is a tangible 
representation of their professionalism and expertise.  However, 
many surveyors fail to give their reports due consideration and 
attention; throwing together a few standard dot points rather than 
fully documenting and justifying the survey.

Under the Surveying Act 2004, Licensed Surveyors are the only 
professionals entitled to perform and document a cadastral survey. 
As such, it is our responsibility to produce a succinct and concise 
document which leaves no doubt as to the methodology and 
justification of the re-establishment. Any other issues identified in 
the survey should also be fully discussed.  It is not the role of Land 
Registry staff, or anyone else for that matter, to try and interpret the 
results of that survey.

Be mindful of the legacy that you are leaving behind you; the 
Licensed Surveyor’s Report that you prepare today will be read by 
other surveyors long into the future.

Rachael Musgrave-Evans LS

…continues next three pages
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A	clear	and	concise	report	is	an	important	element	of	every	cadastral	survey	lodged	at	
Land	Victoria	and	appropriate	time	should	be	dedicated	to	its	production.	It	is	of	
paramount	importance	that	all	reports	be	comprehensive	in	detail	to	assist	in	justifying	
the	re-establishment	and	its	acceptability.		A	quality	report	provides	support	to	
industry	and	enables	the	efficient	examination	of	the	survey	at	Land	Victoria.	The	
report	and	abstract	should	support	each	other,	being	consistent	and	compatible.	If	the	
surveyor’s	report	is	inadequate,	the	surveyor	will	be	required	to	submit	an	appropriate	
report	before	registration.		

Please	find	below	a	template	that	includes	details	and	information	Land	Victoria	would	
expect	to	see	within	a	surveyor’s	report.	
	

Licensed	surveyor’s	report		

Plan	/	Application	number:			

Surveyor’s	name:			

Surveyor’s	reference:			

Purpose:			

Crown	description:				 	

Municipality:	 	

Title:				Add	relevant	numbers	of	freehold	title,	lease	hold	title	or	general	law	deed.		

Appurtenant	easements,	road	abuttals:		

Justify	any	road	abuttal	not	known	to	title	by	providing	evidence	under	the	Road	Management	Act	2004,	or	
proclamation	of	a	public	highway	in	a	Victoria	Government	Gazette,	or	any	other	relevant	documentation.	

List	appurtenant	(carriageway	and	way)	easements	known	to	title.	

Encumbrances:				

Are	the	easements	shown	in	accordance	with	title?	

Is	a	variation	required	prior	to	registration	of	the	plan?		

Survey	information	used:			

Survey	information	perused:			

	

Licensed	Surveyor’s	Report		

	

	
Licensed	Surveyor’s	Reports		
	

	

www.delwp.vic.gov.au	

Datum	relationships:			
Identify	common	points	with	earlier	surveys	and	clearly	indicate	the	adjustment	required	to	bring	a	common	
datum	of	bearings.		
Example:	
Cadastral	Survey	Datum	

The	following	relationships	have	been	established	with	previous	surveys:	
AP123456/103	
Datum	vide	survey	marks	found	at	‘A',	'B’	&	‘C’,	good	agreement	was	obtained	between	these	points	
Add	0°00’40"	to	survey	for	AP123456/103	bearing	datum.	
A	–	B	-	C	
323°49’50”	163.54m			AP123456/103	
323°49’10”	163.53m			Survey	

PS523815L	
Datum	vide	old	occupation	found	at	‘C'	&	'D’,	good	agreement	was	obtained	between	these	points.	
Subtract	0°00’20"	from	survey	for	PS523456V	bearing	datum.	
C-D		
97°33’20”	27.26m										PS223456V		
97°33’40”	27.26m	 Survey	 	

Alignments	and	boundaries	adopted:			
The	factors	influencing	the	adoption	of	all	boundaries	and	alignments	must	be	clearly	outlined	and	agree	with	
your	abstract	of	field	records.			
Discuss	how	the	alignments	and	boundaries	have	been	re-established.	
Discuss	how	the	occupation	supports	the	adoptions:	

• Identify	the	age	of	occupation,		fences	or	buildings	with	supporting	evidence;		

• Can	fencing	be	identified,	when	comparing	with	earlier	surveys?	

• Can	the	fence	be	accepted	as	a	crown	boundary	under	section	271	Property	Law	Act	1958?	

These	are	some	of	the	factors	that	can	help	determine	the	acceptance	of	mature	fencing	as	a	crown	boundary.	

The	age	of	fencing	surrounding	the	subject	land	carries	substantial	weight	when	assessing	the	acceptance	of	the	
boundaries	for	applications	(15,	26P,	60,	99	and	103	of	the	Transfer	of	Land	Act	1958).	

Discuss	any	adoption	differences	with	other	surveys:	

• Differences	should	be	set	out	in	detail;	

• The	method	of	verification	of	current	work	should	be	described;	

• Where	substantial	differences	to	surrounding		survey	exist,	indicate	that	the	other	surveyor	or	their	
successor	has	been	advised.	

Where	the	boundaries	are	of	irregular	nature	such	as	streams,	lagoons,	permanent	reserves	etc.,	further	details	
are	required	and	include	such	things	as:	

• The	location	of	existing	banks;	
• The	width	of	streams	and	the	location	of	the	opposite	bank	where	practical;	
• The	location	of	the	boundary	adopted	in	original	survey	or	relevant	prior	survey.	

See	section	7.11	Survey	Practice	Hand	Book	Victoria,	Part	2	–	Survey	Procedures	for	more	information	
In	addition	to	a	written	report,	a	diagram	may	be	used	to	supplement	explanations.	i.e.	overlap	diagrams	

NOTE:	If	this	information	is	not	provided	or	not	clear	the	PS/Application	will	not	be	registered.	
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Licensed	Surveyor’s	Reports		
	

	

www.delwp.vic.gov.au	

Datum	relationships:			
Identify	common	points	with	earlier	surveys	and	clearly	indicate	the	adjustment	required	to	bring	a	common	
datum	of	bearings.		
Example:	
Cadastral	Survey	Datum	

The	following	relationships	have	been	established	with	previous	surveys:	
AP123456/103	
Datum	vide	survey	marks	found	at	‘A',	'B’	&	‘C’,	good	agreement	was	obtained	between	these	points	
Add	0°00’40"	to	survey	for	AP123456/103	bearing	datum.	
A	–	B	-	C	
323°49’50”	163.54m			AP123456/103	
323°49’10”	163.53m			Survey	

PS523815L	
Datum	vide	old	occupation	found	at	‘C'	&	'D’,	good	agreement	was	obtained	between	these	points.	
Subtract	0°00’20"	from	survey	for	PS523456V	bearing	datum.	
C-D		
97°33’20”	27.26m										PS223456V		
97°33’40”	27.26m	 Survey	 	

Alignments	and	boundaries	adopted:			
The	factors	influencing	the	adoption	of	all	boundaries	and	alignments	must	be	clearly	outlined	and	agree	with	
your	abstract	of	field	records.			
Discuss	how	the	alignments	and	boundaries	have	been	re-established.	
Discuss	how	the	occupation	supports	the	adoptions:	

• Identify	the	age	of	occupation,		fences	or	buildings	with	supporting	evidence;		

• Can	fencing	be	identified,	when	comparing	with	earlier	surveys?	

• Can	the	fence	be	accepted	as	a	crown	boundary	under	section	271	Property	Law	Act	1958?	

These	are	some	of	the	factors	that	can	help	determine	the	acceptance	of	mature	fencing	as	a	crown	boundary.	

The	age	of	fencing	surrounding	the	subject	land	carries	substantial	weight	when	assessing	the	acceptance	of	the	
boundaries	for	applications	(15,	26P,	60,	99	and	103	of	the	Transfer	of	Land	Act	1958).	

Discuss	any	adoption	differences	with	other	surveys:	

• Differences	should	be	set	out	in	detail;	

• The	method	of	verification	of	current	work	should	be	described;	

• Where	substantial	differences	to	surrounding		survey	exist,	indicate	that	the	other	surveyor	or	their	
successor	has	been	advised.	

Where	the	boundaries	are	of	irregular	nature	such	as	streams,	lagoons,	permanent	reserves	etc.,	further	details	
are	required	and	include	such	things	as:	

• The	location	of	existing	banks;	
• The	width	of	streams	and	the	location	of	the	opposite	bank	where	practical;	
• The	location	of	the	boundary	adopted	in	original	survey	or	relevant	prior	survey.	

See	section	7.11	Survey	Practice	Hand	Book	Victoria,	Part	2	–	Survey	Procedures	for	more	information	
In	addition	to	a	written	report,	a	diagram	may	be	used	to	supplement	explanations.	i.e.	overlap	diagrams	

NOTE:	If	this	information	is	not	provided	or	not	clear	the	PS/Application	will	not	be	registered.	
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Licensed	Surveyor’s	Reports		
	

	

www.delwp.vic.gov.au	

Need	for	amendment	of	title:		

Does	the	plan	agree	with	title?		Is	amendment	required?		

Explain	your	reasoning	in	detail.	

Are	Government	Roads	or	Crown	Lands	Affected:			

Has	the	consent	of	the	Surveyor-General	been	sought	or	received	as	to	alignments	of	Government	roads,	
boundaries	abutting	crown	land,	permanent	reserves,	stream	boundaries,		etc.	?	

Old	survey	marks:			

The	origin,	age	and	condition	of	survey	marks	found	should	be	described.	

Marking	of	Boundaries:	

Outline	whether	the	boundaries	have	been	marked	out	and	if	not	marked	–	why	not?	

Connection	to	MGA94/SCN:	

Is	this	survey	connected	to	MGA?		If	so,	how?		If	not,	why?	

Connection	to	PM’s	/	PCM’s:	

List	all	PM’s	and	PCM’s	connected	to	in	the	survey.	

Proclaimed	Survey	Area:		

State	whether	the	land	is	within	a	PSA	and	provide	the	correct	number.	

This	must	be	a	Yes	or	No	statement.	

Equipment	calibration:			

EDM	equipment;	

• Make	and	model	of	Instrument;	

• Serial	number;	

• EDM	calibration	site	/	baseline;	

• Date	of	calibration.	

Details	of	calibration	immediately	preceding	date	of	survey	(calibration	period	should	not	exceed	12	months).	

GNSS	equipment	and	techniques:	
(Refer	to	section	5.1(b),	Surveyor-General	of	Victoria	Practice	Directives,	September	2014).	

Currency	conditions:	

Required	if	survey	completed	more	than	2	years	prior	to	lodgement	of	plan	at	Land	Victoria	
(Refer	to	section	6.1.2,		Surveyor-General	of	Victoria	Practice	Directives,	September	2014).	

Other	relevant	details:	

Any	other	detail	that	is	considered	worthy	of	reporting.	

Licensed	surveyor:		Sign	(In	SPEAR	Digitally	sign).	
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2016 ISV Golf Day
This year’s golf day was held at Yering Meadows Golf Club in 
Yering. Institution members, guests and sponsors enjoyed a light 
lunch prior to taking on the golf course, mid-way “refreshments” for 
sustenance and wined and dined at the presentation dinner in the 
pleasant surroundings of Yering Meadow’s dining room.
The golf course was presented in excellent condition and proved 
challenging.
There was a close battle for the FJ Walters Cup with Ben Nobelius 
victorious – his second victory – congratulations Ben. 

Other winners on the golf day….

Best Overall Score Jason Coghlan 
Best Social Score Mark Potter
Longest Drive  Peter Curry 
Nearest the pin Peter Tyrrell and Noel Ferguson

Also, all lucky players won door prizes, including Anthony McClaren 
who won the major door prize of an accommodation and breakfast 
package from the Daydream Island Resort and Spa (proudly 
supplied by Business Retreats Australia). 

ISV acknowledges and thanks the following Golf Day sponsors:

• C R Kennedy 
• UPG
• Position Partners 
• SPALCO
• Lightwave Technology
• ACSIS
• Eastern Press
• Mail Pro Australia
• Business Retreats Australia

Next year we will be playing another 
one of Melbourne’s best golf courses.

 

Surveying Expo and
the Surveying Industry 
Awards Gala Dinner

are to be held at
Encore, St Kilda
Friday 15 July 2016

The Surveying Expo 

will again enable you to gain informative educational 
outcomes, technology updates and networking 
opportunities in a superb venue with outstanding catering.

The Surveying Industry Awards Gala Dinner

provides you with the opportunity to join industry, 
tertiary and profession high achievers during a night 
of acknowledgment, entertainment and fellowship – 
complimented by stunning surrounds and six star dining.

Note your diary – a day and night not to be missed!

Spread 
the word amongst 

colleagues and friends 
2017 will be bigger 

and better!
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CALENDAR 2016
APRIL 

Wednesday 6 ISV Board Meeting 
Monday 25 Anzac Day 

MAY 

Monday  2 – Friday 6 FIG Working Week 
Christchurch New Zealand 
Wednesday 11 ISV Board Meeting 
Friday 27 Joint ISV / ACSV Seminar

JUNE 

Wednesday 1 ISV Board Meeting 
Monday 13 Queen’s Birthday Public Holiday

JULY 

Wednesday 6 ISV Board Meeting 
Friday 15 SURVEYING EXPO and 
  SURVEYING INDUSTRY AWARDS
  GALA DINNER

AUGUST 

Wednesday 3 ISV Board Meeting 
Wednesday 17 ISV North Central Group / SSSI Seminar 

SEPTEMBER 

Friday 9 – Sunday 11 
REGIONAL CONFERENCE HORSHAM 
Incorporating Board Meeting and Annual General Meeting  
Friday 30  Grand Final Public Holliday

OCTOBER 

Wednesday 5 ISV Board Meeting 
Friday 21 RMIT Major Project Presentations 

NOVEMBER 

Wednesday 2 ISV Board Meeting 
Wednesday 9 North Central Group Seminar & AGM

DECEMBER 

Thursday 1 Seminar & General Meeting 
  & Christmas Networking Event 
  ISV Board Meeting 
Sunday 25 Christmas Day 
Monday 26 Boxing Day
Tuesday 27 Public Holiday (substitute for Sunday 25)

Solution to Curly’s Conundrum No.41Curly’s Conundrum No.42

The Water In The Cone Problem 
Water is flowing into a conical vessel at the rate of 0.05 
cubic metres per minute. The vessel has the shape of a 
right circular cone with horizontal base, the vertex pointing 
downwards; the radius of the base is 1.2 metres, the height  
of the cone 1.0 metres. 

Find the rate at which the water level is rising  
when the depth of the water is 0.3 metres. 

Note: The volume V of a cone of radius r and height b is

This problem is given in the book How to Solve It by G. Polya, (Penguin 
Books, 1990) as an exercise in clear thinking with a dash of calculus.

The Number Problem 
All of the numbers are the number 16,  
written in different bases. The first is written  
in the base 16, the second in the base 15,  
etc., down to the last, which is written in base 1.

The missing number, therefore, is 121. 

To jog your memory on number systems,  
the number 324 in the base 5 
would be evaluated as:
4 x 5° + 2 x 5' + 3 x 52 = 4 + 10 + 75 = 89 V  =  

 � r 2 b
           3

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

20

22

24

31

100

?

10000

1111111111111111
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GARY SAYS:
So when is this “old enough to know better” supposed to kick in?

ADVERSE POSSESSION & GENERAL LAW
LAND, TITLE BOUNDARY AMENDMENTS
EASEMENTS & ROADS

Peter Speakman & Co. 
Lawyers
Suite 2, 1396 Malvern Road
(PO Box 72) Glen Iris, Vic 3146

Tel: 9822 8611
Email: speakman@speakman.com.au
www.speakman.com.au

The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria
President - Doug Gow
Vice President - Matthew Heemskerk
Honorary Secretary - Adele Thomson
Honorary Treasurer - Glenn Collins
President Elect - Tom Champion 
Immediate Past President - Paul Kenny

Board
Michael Allsopp, Tim Dole, Scott Jukes, 
Sam Lovelock, Alan Timcke 

Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria 
Representatives
Rachael Musgrave-Evans & Peter Sullivan

ACSV Representative
Andrew Busse

Traverse
Peter Sullivan & Gary White

Executive Officer
Gary White

Patron
The Honourable Linda Dessau AM
Governor of Victoria

Honorary Legal Counsel
David Vorchheimer, Partner – HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Suite 207, 13-21 Bedford Street, North Melbourne Vic 3051
Telephone: [03] 9326 9227 • Facsimile: [03] 9326 9216
Email: isv@isvic.org.au • www.surveying.org.au

TRAVERSE is published bi-monthly. Articles and letters related to any aspect of 
spatial science are invited and should be sent to the Executive Officer at the ISV 
Office by the 12th of the month prior to the edition.

Statements of opinion expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of 
The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria and no responsibility can be accepted in 
respect of the opinion of any contributor.

Enquiries to the Executive Officer, Gary White, at The Institution of Surveyors, 
Victoria on Telephone: [03] 9326 9227 Facsimile: [03] 9326 9216
Email:gwhite@isvic.org.au

The Association of Surveyors of Papua New Guinea (ASPNG) 
is having a special 50th commemorative congress in Port 
Moresby this year between the 27th and 29th July.

Many surveyors in Victoria have had experience in PNG and 
would be very interested in attending this congress. A special 
invitation is being offered to members in affiliated surveying 
institutions around Australia and New Zealand including ISVIC 
and a member rate of PGK850 (approx. AUD420) is being 
offered to members of ISVIC for registration including the 
cocktail party, congress dinner and farewell BBQ.

A link to the congress is at:  
http://www.aspng.org/events.htm

The congress will highlight contributions made 
by Australian surveyors in the development of PNG 

both pre and post independence.
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I'm here to delete your cookies.



WOULD YOU LIKE A FULLY  
PAID TRIP TO HEXAGON  
2016 IN LOS ANGELES?

Cairns: fnqsurvey@crkennedy.com.au 

Mackay: itruscott@crkennedy.com.au

Adelaide: sasurvey@crkennedy.com.au

Perth: wasurvey@crkennedy.com.au

www.survey.crkennedy.com.au 

Sydney: nswsurvey@crkennedy.com.au

Melbourne: vicsurvey@crkennedy.com.au

Brisbane: qldsurvey@crkennedy.com.au

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL CRK OFFICE FOR DETAILS

*Packages to include as a minimum - CS20 controller or CS35 tablet, pole, 

batteries, charger, container. Contact your local CR Kennedy office for details.

**Conditions apply.

First 2 customers in each state to purchase  
2 x GS14 packages* (in either Base/Rover  

combination or 2 x Rover combination) will  
receive tickets to join CR Kennedy at  
Hexagon 2016 Conference in Los Angeles!

This generous offer will include flights, 
accommodation and full conference registration.**

DON’T MISS OUT ON THIS  
EXCITING OPPORTUNITY!

WIN A TRIP TO  
LOS ANGELES!


